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Choosing valuable objects is critical for survival, but
their values may change flexibly or remain stable.
Therefore, animals should be able to update the
object values flexibly by recent experiences and
retain them stably by long-term experiences. How-
ever, it is unclear how the brain encodes the two
conflicting forms of values and controls behavior
accordingly. We found that distinct circuits of the
primate caudate nucleus control behavior selectively
in the flexible and stable value conditions. Single
caudate neurons encoded the values of visual
objects in a regionally distinct manner: flexible value
coding in the caudate head and stable value coding
in the caudate tail. Monkeys adapted in both condi-
tions by looking at objects with higher values. Impor-
tantly, inactivation of each caudate subregion dis-
rupted the high-low value discrimination selectively
in the flexible or stable context. This parallel comple-
mentarymechanism enables animals to choose valu-
able objects in both flexible and stable conditions.
INTRODUCTION
We choose between objects based on their values, which we
learn from past experience with rewarding consequences
(Awh et al., 2012; Chelazzi et al., 2013). The values of some
objects change flexibly, and we have to search valuable objects
based on their consequent outcome (Barto, 1994; Dayan and
Balleine, 2002; Padoa-Schioppa, 2011; Rolls, 2000). On the
other hand, the values of some other objects remain un-
changed, and we have to choose the valuable objects based
on the long-term memory. Since the stable value formed by
repetitive experiences is reliable, we may consistently choose
the object regardless of the outcome (Ashby et al., 2010; Bal-
leine and Dickinson, 1998; Graybiel, 2008; Mishikin et al.,
1984; Wood and Neal, 2007). Both flexible and stable value-
guided behaviors are critical to choose the valuable objects
efficiently. If we rely only on flexible values, we would always
have to make an effort to find valuable objects by trial and error.
If we rely only on stable values, we would fail to choose valu-
able objects if their values have changed recently. Therefore,Neour brain must acquire both flexible and stable values of objects
to guide each behavior.
However, the flexible and stable values are oftenmutually con-
flicting (stability-flexibility dilemma) (Abraham and Robins, 2005;
Anderson, 2007; Daw et al., 2006; Liljenstro¨m, 2003). For the
flexible value, any short-term change in object value matters,
and the memory must be updated quickly. For the stable value,
only a long-term change matters, and the memory must be
updated only slowly so that small changes can be ignored. It is
still unclear how the brain encodes both flexible and stable
values to guide choice behavior accordingly. It would be difficult
for a single neural circuit to process the potentially conflicting
values. One alternative hypothesis would be that the brain has
two independent mechanisms, one encoding flexible memories
and the other encoding stable memories to guide choice
behavior differently in each situation. Notably, the parallel
process has been suggested to be a fundamental feature of
the brain anatomically and functionally (Alexander et al., 1986).
Especially, the basal ganglia have well-known parallel anatom-
ical circuits connected from cortical regions to output structures
(Alexander et al., 1986; Kemp and Powell, 1970; Szabo, 1970,
1972). In particular, the caudate nucleus receives inputs from a
large portion of the cerebral cortex including the prefrontal and
temporal cortex (Saint-Cyr et al., 1990; Selemon and Gold-
man-Rakic, 1985; Yeterian and Van Hoesen, 1978), through
which visual object information is processed (Kim et al., 2012;
Yamamoto et al., 2012). We thus hypothesized that the caudate
nucleus contains parallel functional units that process object
value information independently.
To test this hypothesis, we performed two experiments, first
aiming at neuronal information processing and then behavioral
causality. These experiments together suggested that the
head and tail of the primate caudate nucleus have distinct func-
tions, the head guiding controlled behavior based on flexible
values and the tail guiding automatic behavior based on stable
values.
RESULTS
To examine the value representation and the behavior control by
the caudate nucleus, we used flexible and stable value proce-
dures (Figure 1). Figure S1, available online, shows the underly-
ing concept. In each case, the monkey experienced fractal
objects with high values and low values. In the flexible value
procedure (Figure S1A), objects changed their values frequentlyuron 79, 1001–1010, September 4, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 1001
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Figure 1. Learning and Behavioral Testing Procedures for Flexible
and Stable Values
(A and B) Flexible value procedure. (A) Sequence of events in the flexible
object-value association task. While the monkey was fixating on a central
white dot, one of two fractal objects was presented at the neuron’s preferred
position. After 400 ms, the fixation spot disappeared and the monkey was
required to make a saccade to the object. In a block of 30–40 trials, a liquid
reward was delivered after the saccade to one object, but not the other object.
The object-reward contingency was reversed in the next block. (B) Average
target acquisition time, defined as the time from the offset of the fixation spot to
the time when the eye position entered the object area (Hi, high-valued object;
Lo, low-valued object; mean ± SE).
(C and D) Stable value procedure. (C) An example set of fractal objects that
were associated with stable values. During long-term learning, the upper four
objects were always associated with a reward (high-valued objects), while the
lower four were always associated with no reward (low-valued objects). (D)
Free-looking task for testing saccades to objects with stable values. On each
trial, one of the eight objects in one set (as in C) was presented 100 or 200 ms
after the fixation spot disappeared, and the monkey was free to look at it
without any reward outcome (left). After long-term learning, the monkey was
more likely to look at the high-valued objects (right; mean ± SE). See also
Figures S1 and S2.
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Parallel Circuits to Choose Valuable Objectsand the monkey had to adapt to the changes flexibly. This is a
short-term learning process. In the stable value procedure (Fig-
ure S1B), objects retained their values (i.e., high or low) stably
across repeated learning. This is a long-term learning process.
The testing of the long-term memory was done in a separate
experimental context in which objects were no longer associated
with the previously assigned values.
We used saccades to the fractal objects as the behavioral
measure (Figure 1). In the flexible value procedure (Figure 1A),
the saccade to one object was followed by a reward and the
other object was associated with no reward, and this contin-
gency was reversed frequently. To examine the short-term
behavioral learning, we measured the target acquisition time
after a go cue (the disappearance of the fixation point). As the
value of each object changed blockwise, the target acquisition
time changed accordingly: the monkeys made saccades more
quickly to the high-valued object than the low-valued object (Fig-
ure 1B) (difference of target acquisition time: 57.7 ms, p < 0.001,
two-tailed t test). On choice trials (see Experimental Procedures),
the monkeys mostly chose the high-valued object (average:
83.9% ± 0.8%). These saccades can be called ‘‘controlled sac-1002 Neuron 79, 1001–1010, September 4, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.cades,’’ because they were controlled by reinforcing feedbacks
delivered just after the saccades.
During learning of stable values (Figure 1C), the saccades to a
set of objects were always followed by a reward (high valued)
and the saccades to a different set of objects were always fol-
lowed by no reward (low valued), and this was repeated across
days (see Figure S2 for detail). To examine the long-term behav-
ioral memory, we used a free-looking task (Figure 1D) and a free-
viewing procedure (Figure S2D). These tests were done at least
1 day after the learning session, and the saccades were followed
by no reward. Yet, the monkey made saccades to the objects
automatically and did so more likely to high-valued objects
than low-valued objects. The preference to the high-valued
objects emerged slowly across several daily learning sessions
and then remained stable after four daily sessions of learning
(Figure S2D), as reported previously (Yasuda et al., 2012). There-
fore, to analyze the neuronal and behavioral coding of stable
object values, we used fractal objects that the monkey had
learned for more than four daily sessions. When such well-
learned objects were used in the free-looking task, the likelihood
of saccades to high-valued objects was significantly higher than
to low-valued ones (Figure 1D, right) (difference of automatic
looking: 18.9%, p < 0.01, two-tailed t test). These saccades
can be called ‘‘automatic saccades,’’ because they were not
followed by any reinforcing feedbacks delivered just after the
saccades.
To test whether the caudate nucleus controls the saccade
behavior to choose high-valued objects, we recorded spike ac-
tivity of single neurons in the caudate nucleus using the flexible
and stable value procedures. We first found that many neurons
in the caudate nucleus responded to visual objects, confirming
previous studies (Brown et al., 1995; Caan et al., 1984; Rolls
et al., 1983; Yamamoto et al., 2012). The ratios of neurons that
responded to fractal objects relative to the encountered neurons
in the three caudate regions (Figure 3A) were: head 163/845
(19.3%), body 109/381 (28.6%), and tail 107/205 (52.2%). Their
responses were often modulated by the values associated with
the objects. Importantly, neurons in different regions of the
caudate nucleus were influenced by flexible and stable values
differently. Figure 2 shows the activity of three example neurons
that were recorded from three caudate regions.
In the flexible value procedure (Figures 1A and 2A), the three
example neurons in the caudate responded to the fractal objects
with a phasic activation but in different ways (Figure 2C). The
caudate head neuron was activated by the objects when their
values were high (Figure 2C, left, red), but not when their values
were low (Figure 2C, left, blue) (p < 0.001, two-tailed Wilcoxon
rank-sum test). The caudate body neuron weakly encoded the
flexible reward values of the objects (Figure 2C, center): its re-
sponses to the objects were more prolonged when their values
were low. In contrast, the responses of the caudate tail neuron
were not influenced by the flexibly changing values of the objects
(Figure 2C, right).
In the stable value procedure, the same three caudate neu-
rons behaved quite differently compared to the activity in the
flexible value procedure. To test the neuronal activity, we seri-
ally presented fractals without any object-reward contingency
while the monkey was fixing on the center dot (Figure 2B).
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D
B Figure 2. Flexible and Stable Value Coding
of the Same Three Neurons in the Caudate
Nucleus
(A) Procedure for testing neurons’ responses
to objects with flexible values (same as in Fig-
ure 1A).
(B) Procedure for testing neurons’ responses to
objects with stable values. While the monkey was
fixing on a central white dot, two to six fractal
objects were chosen pseudorandomly from a set
of eight objects and were presented sequentially
in the neuron’s preferred location (each for
400 ms). The monkey was rewarded 300 ms after
the final object disappeared.
(C) Responses of three representative neurons
recorded in the caudate head, body, and tail
to high-valued objects (red, 24 trials) and low-
valued objects (blue, 24 trials) during the
neuronal test period of flexible value procedure.
They are shown by spike density functions
(SDFs), which are aligned at the onset of object
presentation.
(D) Responses of the same three neurons
shown separately for high-valued objects (red, 32
trials) and low-valued objects (blue, 32 trials)
during the neuronal test period of stable value
procedure.
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Parallel Circuits to Choose Valuable ObjectsThe caudate head neuron, which responded selectively to
objects with high flexible values (Figure 2C, left), became nearly
silent in the stable value procedure (Figure 2D, left). The
caudate body neuron, which weakly encoded negative flexible
values (Figure 2C, center), showed little bias based on stable
values (Figure 2D, center). In contrast, the caudate tail neuron,
which was not influenced by objects’ flexible values (Figure 2C,
right), now showed a clear bias toward objects with high stable
values (Figure 2D, right) (p < 0.001, two-tailed Wilcoxon rank-
sum test).
The regional difference in flexible/stable value encoding,
exemplified in Figure 2, was commonly present among caudate
neurons. This is shown in Figures 3B and 3C as the averaged
responses of all neurons responding to fractal objects in the
three caudate subregions. Since different caudate neurons
respondedmore strongly to high-valued objects or to low-valued
objects (positive and negative neurons in Figures 3D and 3E), we
averaged the neurons’ responses (using cross-validation) sepa-
rately for the neurons’ preferred value (magenta) and the non-
preferred value (black) (Figures 3B and 3C). The bias in activity
based on flexible values appears strongest in the caudate
head and weakest in the caudate tail (Figure 3B, yellow). In
contrast, the bias in activity based on stable values appears
strongest in the caudate tail and weakest in the caudate head
(Figure 3C, yellow). Similar trends were observed for both posi-
tive and negative neurons (Figure S3). These conclusions were
confirmed by the subregional difference in the proportion of neu-
rons that showed a statistically significant bias based on flexible
values (Figure 3D) or stable values (Figure 3E). The flexible and
stable value biases showed two opposing gradients across the
caudate head, body, and tail. An analysis of individual neurons
supports these conclusions (Figure 4).NeWe considered factors that might confound our interpretation.
First, the regional difference might be caused by the monkey’s
long-term experience of the experimental procedure. This is
unlikely, however, because we recorded from the three caudate
subregions in a temporally counterbalanced manner along the
whole experimental project. Second, the regional difference
might depend on the difference in the testing procedure (i.e.,
saccades to objects in the flexible value procedure, not in the
stable value procedure). However, this possibility was not
supported by a supplemental experiment using the flexible
value-fixation task (Figure S4).
We so far have shown that (1) the flexible and stable values are
represented in the caudate subregions differentially (particularly
caudate head and tail) and (2) the flexible and stable values
induce controlled and automatic saccades, respectively. These
results suggest that the caudate nucleus contains parallel mech-
anisms: the caudate head guides controlled saccades based on
flexible values and the caudate tail guides automatic saccades
based on stable values. Our data support this hypothesis, as
shown below. Since caudate body neurons showed an interme-
diate coding pattern, we will focus on the comparison between
the caudate head and tail.
First, neurons in the caudate head, not tail, showed value-dif-
ferential activity before controlled saccades. In the flexible value
procedure that induced controlled saccades (Figures 1A and
1B), the value-differential response of caudate head neurons
(Figure 5A, left, yellow) emerged in parallel with the change
in the monkey’s target acquisition time (Figure 5B, left, yellow).
Such a correlation was absent in caudate tail neurons (Figure 5,
right).
Second, the flexible-stable dichotomywas observed using the
object-value association learning task (Figure S2) in differenturon 79, 1001–1010, September 4, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 1003
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Figure 3. Differential Encoding of Flexible
and Stable Values in Subregions of the
Caudate Nucleus
(A) MRI-reconstructed image of caudate nucleus
and its subregions. We delineated the subregions
of the caudate nucleus by the anterior commissure
(head-body) and the genu (body-tail). Scale bar
indicates 5 mm.
(B) Average responses to the flexibly valued
objects of neurons in the head (n = 159), body (n =
88), and tail (n = 102) of the caudate nucleus.
Neuronal responses were averaged for the neu-
rons’ preferred values (magenta) and nonpreferred
values (black) using a cross-validation method
(see Supplemental Information). The yellow line
indicates the difference between the preferred
and nonpreferred responses (mean ± SE).
(C) Average responses to the stably valued objects
in the three caudate subregions (head, n = 129;
body, n = 86; tail, n = 92).
(D) Proportions of flexible value-coding neurons in
the three caudate subregions. Red: positive neu-
rons that responded more strongly to high-valued
objects. Blue: negative neurons that responded
more strongly to low-valued objects.
(E) Proportions of stable value coding neurons.
See also Figures S3 and S4.
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Parallel Circuits to Choose Valuable Objectscontexts (Figure 6).When themonkey learned the values of novel
objects (Figure 6A, left), neurons in the caudate head, not tail,
acquired the value-differential response (Figures 6B and 6C,
left), as in the flexible value procedure (Figure 5A). In contrast,
when well-learned objects were introduced after more than
1 day retention, the monkey showed a clear bias in the target
acquisition time from the beginning throughout the session (Fig-
ure 6A, right). This was paralleled by the stably maintained value
bias in caudate tail neurons (Figure 6C, right), which was absent
during the new learning (Figure 6C, left). Notably, caudate head
neurons showed no value bias initially, although they quickly
acquired it (Figure 6B, right). These results suggest that neurons
in the caudate tail, not head, can support the value-differential
saccades when previously well-learned objects are unexpect-
edly presented.A B C
1004 Neuron 79, 1001–1010, September 4, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.Third, in the flexible value procedure, the overall presaccadic
activity of caudate head neurons was significantly stronger to
preferred value objects than nonpreferred value objects (Fig-
ure 7A, top), but such a bias was not detected in the caudate
tail (Figure 7A, bottom). In the free-looking task (as part of the
stable value procedure) that induced automatic saccades (Fig-
ure 1D), caudate tail neurons showed presaccadic activity that
was significantly stronger to preferred value objects than to non-
preferred value objects (Figure 7B, bottom). Such presaccadic
activity was absent in caudate head neurons (Figure 7B, top).
The caudate tail-specific activity preceding automatic saccades
was confirmed using a free-viewing procedure (Figure S5) in
which four objects, chosen randomly on each trial, were pre-
sented simultaneously and the monkey looked at them with no
reward consequence.Figure 4. Flexible and Stable Values by Indi-
vidual Neurons in the Caudate Subregions
(A–C) Comparison between flexible value coding
(abscissa) and stable value coding (ordinate) in the
caudate head (n = 125) (A), body (n = 65) (B), and
tail (n = 87) (C). Plotted for each neuron (each dot)
are the magnitudes of the flexible and stable value
coding measured by ROC areas. ROC areas
higher and lower than 0.5 indicate positive and
negative value coding, respectively. Purple: neu-
rons encoding only flexible values. Black: neurons
encoding only stable values. Green: neurons
encoding both flexible and stable values. White:
neurons encoding neither value.
AB
Figure 5. Time Courses of the Neuronal and Behavioral Responses
in the Flexible Value Procedure, Shown Separately for the Caudate
Head and Tail
(A) Neuronal responses plotted against the number of trials after the reversal of
the object-reward contingency. The responses were averaged for the neurons’
preferred values (magenta) and nonpreferred values (black). Yellow dotted line
indicates the difference between the preferred and nonpreferred responses.
(B) Behavioral responses while the neuronal responses were obtained in the
caudate head and tail. The target acquisition times were averaged for the high-
valued object (red) and low-valued object (blue). Yellow dotted line indicates
the difference of target acquisition time between the high- and low-valued
objects.
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Figure 6. Changes in theNeuronal andBehavioral Responses during
the Combination of Short-Term and Long-Term Learning of Object
Values
The monkey performed the object value learning task (Figure S2) in two stages
of long-term learning: (1) initial stage in which novel objects were used as the
saccade target (day 1), and (2) late stage in which objects had been learned
more than four times (day > 4).
(A) Behavioral discrimination based on the target acquisition time.
(B) Caudate head neuronal discrimination (day 1, n = 18; day > 4, n = 23).
(C) Caudate tail neuronal discrimination (day 1, n = 29; day > 4, n = 21). Each
graph shows the short-term changes in the discrimination within a session of
the object value learning (number of trials: 120). Each data point indicates the
discrimination in a subblock of ten trials, computed as an ROC area. For the
behavioral data (A), an ROC area larger than 0.5 indicates a stronger prefer-
ence of high-valued objects. For the neuronal data (B and C), the ROC areas
were normalized so that the neuron’s preferred value is plotted upward.
Specifically, if the original ROC areas showed a negative slope during learning,
the values were flipped with respect to 0.5 (i.e., neutral value). The statistical
significance of the discrimination was tested for the early and late stages of the
short-term learning (one subblock = 10 trials for behavioral discrimination, two
subblocks = 20 trials for neuronal discrimination) in two ways: (1) comparison
with the neutral value (ROC 0.5), and (2) comparison between the early and late
stages. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, n.s., nonsignificant.
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Parallel Circuits to Choose Valuable ObjectsTo further test the flexible-stable dichotomy hypothesis, we
selectively inactivated the caudate head or the caudate tail by
injecting a GABAA receptor agonist, muscimol (Figure 8A). The
inactivation of the caudate head disrupted the initiation of sac-
cades in the flexible value task (which we call controlled
saccades) (Figure 8B, top). Before the inactivation, the target
acquisition time on single object trials was significantly shorter
for high-valued objects than for low-valued objects (Figure 1B,
Figure S6B, left). This bias of controlled saccades decreased
significantly during the caudate head inactivation (Figure 8B,
top) but only for contralateral saccades (from 69.7 ms to
20.4 ms; p < 0.01, paired t test). The bias decrease was largely
due to earlier saccades to low-valued objects (Figure S6B,
top). The caudate head inactivation also disrupted the choice
of the high-valued objects in the flexible value task (Figure S7C,
top), again only for contralateral saccades (p < 0.05, paired
t test), when four, not two, objects were used. However, the
caudate head inactivation did not affect saccades in the stable
value procedure using either the free-looking task (Figure 8C,
top) or the free-viewing procedure (Figure S8B).
In contrast, the inactivation of the caudate tail specifically dis-
rupted the initiation of saccades in the stable value task (free-
looking task) (Figure 8C, bottom). Before the inactivation, the
likelihood of saccades to the presented object (which we call
automatic saccades) was higher for high-valued objects than
for low-valued objects (Figure 1D, Figure S6D, left). This bias of
automatic saccades disappeared during the caudate tail inacti-
vation (Figure 8C, bottom) but only for contralateral saccadesNe(from 19.9% to1.2%; p < 0.01, paired t test). The bias decrease
was largely due to more frequent saccades to low-valued
objects (Figure S6D, bottom). Among the saccades made to
the presented object, there was no change in latency. The
caudate tail inactivation also disrupted the choice of theuron 79, 1001–1010, September 4, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 1005
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Figure 7. Presaccadic Neuronal Activity in the Flexible and Stable
Value Procedure, Shown Separately for the Caudate Head and Tail
(A) Averaged neuronal activity aligned on the onsets of saccades to preferred
values (magenta) and nonpreferred values (black) in the flexible value proce-
dure (Figure 1A). The yellow line indicates the difference in neuronal activity
between the preferred and nonpreferred values (caudate head, n = 159; tail, n =
102; mean ± SE).
(B) Averaged neuronal activity aligned on the onsets of saccades to preferred
values (magenta) and nonpreferred values (black) in the stable value procedure
(free-looking task, Figure 1D). The yellow line indicates the difference in
neuronal activity (caudate head, n = 20; tail, n = 20; mean ± SE). See also
Figure S5.
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Parallel Circuits to Choose Valuable Objectshigh-valued objects in the stable value task, again only for
contralateral saccades (free-viewing procedure, Figure S8C;
see Figure S5 for neuronal activity). However, the caudate tail
inactivation did not affect saccades in the flexible value proce-
dure in either the single object trials (Figure 8B, bottom) or the
choice trials (Figure S7C, bottom).
DISCUSSION
Our results demonstrate that two subregions of the caudate
nucleus, head and tail, distinctly encode the flexible and stable
values of visual objects, and these value memories guide
behavior in controlled and automatic manners, selectively and
respectively. This provides an answer to a long-standing ques-
tion about the function of the parallel neural circuits in the basal
ganglia. The parallel circuits are thought to serve different func-
tions, such as oculomotor, motor, cognitive, and emotional func-
tions (Alexander et al., 1986). However, it is unclear how these
circuits coordinate with each other during adaptive behavior.
Our data suggest that the caudate subregions work integratively
but independently, aiming at a unitary goal, choosing valuable
objects.
How can parallel and independent mechanisms work for
a unitary goal? We propose that caudate head and tail work
in a mutually complementary manner. Their complementary1006 Neuron 79, 1001–1010, September 4, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.features are 2-fold: information and behavior, as discussed
below.
Flexible value coding is useful to find valuable objects if their
values change frequently. This is the function that the caudate
head contributes to. Single neurons of the caudate head change
their responses flexibly to informwhich objects are recentlymore
(or less) valuable. Their responses rely on short-term memory or
working memory. Such flexibility is an essential feature of cogni-
tive functions (Kehagia et al., 2010). Indeed, many neurons in
‘‘cognitive’’ brain areas encode flexible object values (Kim
et al., 2008; Padoa-Schioppa, 2011; Rolls, 2000; Thorpe et al.,
1983; Tremblay and Schultz, 1999).
However, the caudate head does not retain the value informa-
tion, once the reinforcing feedback is not delivered immediately.
This is problematic because the information would not allow us
(and animals) to choose valuable objects until we experience
an actual reward. The caudate tail, as part of the stable value
system, would compensate for this limitation. Single neurons in
the caudate tail respond to objects differentially based on the
previous, long-term experience of the objects (see Yamamoto
et al., 2013 for details). This information would enable us to
choose valuable objects without updated feedback. Such stable
value information would underlie visual skills (Gottlieb, 2012;
Shiffrin and Schneider, 1977; Wood and Neal, 2007). However,
the caudate tail may work inadequately in a flexible condition,
since it is insensitive to recent changes in object values.
Clearly, the caudate head and tail, together but in parallel, pro-
vide a robust capacity for choosing valuable objects efficiently. If
a set of objects changes their values frequently, neurons in the
caudate head adapt to the changes by quickly altering their
responses to the objects based on recent outcomes. If another
set of objects retains their values for a long time, neurons in
the caudate tail retain the sensitivity to the objects and, when
any of the objects appear, react to it automatically regardless
of the outcome; this occurs quickly to many objects.
Behaviorally, our inactivation experiments indicate that the
caudate head and tail guide saccades aiming at valuable objects
in different manners. The caudate head guides controlled sac-
cades based on the flexible values (with immediate feedbacks),
whereas the caudate tail guides automatic saccades based on
the stable values (with no feedback). Consistent with these
results, neurons in these caudate subregions showed value-dif-
ferential presaccadic activity but in different contexts: caudate
head neurons during controlled saccades versus caudate tail
neurons during automatic saccades. Notably, the inactivation
of the caudate head as well as tail appeared to decrease the
suppression of saccades to low-valued objects, rather than
decrease the facilitation of saccades to high-valued objects.
This may be determined by the balance between the direct
and indirect pathways (Hikosaka et al., 2000). How the balance
might be controlled remains to be studied.
The controlled saccades guided by caudate head and the
automatic saccades guided by the caudate tail may be equiva-
lent to a well-documented dichotomy of behavior, such as
goal-directed behavior versus skill (or habit) (Balleine and Dick-
inson, 1998), controlled versus automatic behavior (Schneider
and Shiffrin, 1977), and System 2 versus System 1 (Evans,
2008). Several lines of evidence in human neuroimaging, human
A B C Figure 8. Differential Impairments of Flexible
and Stable Value-Guided Saccades by
Caudate Head and Tail Inactivations
(A) Example injection sites of muscimol in the caudate
nucleus (yellow structure) reconstructed on an MR
image: caudate head (top) and tail (bottom). Scale bar
indicates 5 mm.
(B) Effects on the controlled saccades in the flexible
value procedure (Figure 1B). The differences in the
target acquisition time between high- and low-valued
objects are plotted before and during inactivation
(mean ± SE). Data are shown separately for caudate
head inactivation (top, n = 6) and tail inactivation
(bottom, n = 9) and for contralateral saccades (solid
line) and ipsilateral saccades (dashed line).
(C) Effects on the automatic saccades in the stable
value procedure (free-looking task, Figure 1D). The
differences in the probability of automatic looking
between high- and low-valued objects are plotted
before and during inactivation (mean ± SE). Same
format as in (B). See also Figures S6–S8.
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Parallel Circuits to Choose Valuable Objectsclinical, animal lesion, and physiological studies suggest that
different regions of the basal ganglia are involved in controlled
versus automatic behavior (Ashby and Maddox, 2005; Balleine
and O’Doherty, 2010; Hikosaka et al., 1999; Redgrave et al.,
2010; Yin and Knowlton, 2006). Human neuroimaging data sug-
gest that subregions of the basal ganglia become active differen-
tially depending on planning, skill acquisition, reward prediction,
and feedbacks (Balleine and O’Doherty, 2010; Seger, 2008;
Wunderlich et al., 2012). Human patients with Parkinson’s
disease are impaired in cognitive tasks that require flexible adap-
tations to environmental changes, such as set shifting and value
reversal (Brown and Marsden, 1990; Cools et al., 1984; Kehagia
et al., 2010; Lees and Smith, 1983). On the other hand, Parkin-
son’s disease patients are also impaired in probabilistic category
learning tasks that require visual skills (Ashby and Maddox,
2005; Knowlton et al., 1996; Shohamy et al., 2004). Patients
with Huntington’s disease may show profound impairments in
visual recognition (Lawrence et al., 1998), even early in the dis-
ease when neurodegeneration is detected mainly in the caudate
tail (Vonsattel et al., 1985). Notably, monkeys with lesions in the
caudate tail are deficient in visual skills (Fernandez-Ruiz et al.,
2001). The stable value information in the caudate tail may be
transmitted to the superior colliculus through the substantia
nigra pars reticulata so that monkeys make saccades preferen-
tially to high-valued objects (Yasuda et al., 2012).
Although these studies individually provide important data, it
has been difficult to reach a unified view on basal ganglia func-
tions. Our recording and inactivation experiments on the primate
caudate head and tail provide insights in understanding how the
basal ganglia normally control behavior inmultiple but integrative
ways and how behavior can be disrupted in multiple ways in
basal ganglia disorders.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
General Procedures
Two adult male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta, 8–9 kg) were used for
the experiments. All animal care and experimental procedures wereNeapproved by the National Eye Institute Animal Care and Use Committee
and complied with the Public Health Service Policy on the humane care
and use of laboratory animals. We implanted a plastic head holder and a
recording chamber to the skull under general anesthesia and sterile surgical
conditions. The chamber was tilted laterally by 25 and was aimed at the
caudate head, body, and tail. Two search coils were surgically implanted
under the conjunctiva of the eyes to record eye movements. After the mon-
keys fully recovered from surgery, we started training them with flexible and
stable value procedures.
Neural Recording
While the monkey was performing a task, we recorded the activity of single
neurons in different subregions in the caudate nucleus using conventional
methods. The recording sites were determined with 1 mm spacing grid sys-
tem, with the aid of MR images (4.7T, Bruker) obtained along the direction of
the recording chamber. Single-unit recording was performed using glass-
coated electrodes (Alpha-Omega). The electrode was inserted into the brain
through a stainless-steel guide tube and advanced by an oil-driven microma-
nipulator (MO-97A, Narishige). The electric signal from the electrode was
amplified with a band-pass filter (2 Hz–10 kHz; BAK) and collected at 1 kHz.
Neural spikes were isolated online using a custom voltage-time window
discrimination software (MEX, LSR/NEI/NIH).
Behavioral Tasks
Behavioral tasks were controlled by a QNX-based real-time experimentation
data acquisition system (REX, Laboratory of Sensorimotor Research, National
Eye Institute, National Institutes of Health [LSR/NEI/NIH]). The monkey sat in a
primate chair, facing a frontoparallel screen 33 cm from themonkey’s eyes in a
sound-attenuated and electrically shielded room. Visual stimuli generated by
an active matrix liquid crystal display projector (PJ550, ViewSonic) were rear
projected on the screen. We created the visual stimuli using fractal geometry.
Their sizes were approximately 8 3 8.
Flexible Value Procedure
This procedure allowed us to examine behavioral and neuronal encoding of
flexible object values as they were being updated in blocks of trials (Figure 1A
and Figure S1A). Therefore, learning (of object values) and testing (of the mon-
key’s behavior and of neuronal activity) were done in one task procedure, as
illustrated in Figure 1A. For each monkey, a fixed set of two fractal objects
(say, A and B) was used as the saccade target (except in some experiments
used for the muscimol-induced inactivation, see below). Each trial started
with a central white dot presentation, which the monkey was required to fixate.
After 700 ms, while the monkey was fixating on the central spot, one of the two
fractal objects was chosen pseudorandomly and was presented at one of twouron 79, 1001–1010, September 4, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 1007
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tion). The preferred position was determined using a saccade task in which
another fractal, as the target, was presented at different positions. The fixation
spot disappeared 400 ms later, and then the monkey was required to make a
saccade to the object within 4 s. The monkey received a liquid reward 300 ms
after making a saccade to one object (e.g., A) but received no reward after
making a saccade to the other object (e.g., B). During a block of 30 to 40 trials,
the object-reward contingency was fixed, but it was reversed in a following
block (e.g., B-high/A-low) without any external cue. While a neuron was being
recorded, these two blocks (A-high/B-low and B-high/A-low) were alternated
in blocks (their order counterbalanced across neurons). Most trials (24–32 out
of 30–40 trials) were single object trials: one of the two objects was presented
and the monkey had to make a saccade to it. The purpose of the single
object trials was to examine how quickly the saccade is made to the presented
object (target acquisition time, see Data Analysis). The rest of trials (6–8 out
of 30–40 trials) were choice trials: two objects were presented at the same
time, one at the neuron’s preferred position and the other at the diagonally
symmetric position. The monkey had to choose one of the objects by making
a saccade to it to obtain the reward associated with the chosen object. The
purpose of the choice trials was to examine how likely the saccade is made
to the high-valued object (choice rate, see Data Analysis). If the monkey failed
to make a saccade correctly on either single object or choice trials, the same
trial was repeated. In each recording session, these two types of block were
repeated at least twice. This flexible value procedure wasmodified in a supple-
mental experiment (Figure S4) in which the monkey had to keep fixating the
central spot while an object was presented (400 ms) until a trial ended. In
some experiments for the muscimol-induced inactivation of caudate subre-
gions (see Figure S7), four familiar fractal objects were used in a 2-2 format
(C and D-high/E and F-low and E and F-high/C and D-low). Half of 32 trials
(one block) were single object trials. The other half were choice trials: two
objects were simultaneously presented on one side, either contralateral or
ipsilateral to the inactivation site. Other procedures were the same as the
1-1 format described above.
Stable Value Procedure
To examine behavioral and neuronal encoding of stable object values, we
conducted the learning procedure and the testing procedure separately on
different days (Figure 1C and Figure S1B). In the learning procedure, the mon-
key experienced visual objects repeatedly in association with consistent
reward values and thus learned their stable values (Figure 1C and Figure S2).
In the testing procedure, monkey’s saccade behavior and neuronal activity
were examined using different tasks (see Figures 1D and 2B). To focus on
stable object values, we applied the testing procedure to objects that had
been learned for more than four daily sessions. Below we explain in detail (1)
the learning procedure, (2) the procedure for testing neuronal activity, and
(3) the procedure for testing saccade behavior.
(1) Procedure for learning stable object values (Figure S2). To create a
fixed bias among fractal objects in their reward values, we used an
object-directed saccade task. In each session, a set of eight fractals
was used as the target andwas presented at one of five positions (right,
up, left, bottom, and center). Themonkey made a saccade to the target
to obtain a liquid reward. Half of the fractals were always associated
with a liquid reward (high-valued objects), whereas the other half
were associated with no reward (low-valued objects). One training ses-
sion consisted of 160 trials (20 trials for each object). Each set was
learned in one learning session in 1 day. The same sets of fractals
were used repeatedly for learning across days (or months), throughout
which each object remained to be either a high-valued object or a low-
valued object. Monkeys 1 and 2 learned 608 and 456 fractals, respec-
tively, among which 312 and 176 fractals were learned extensively
(more than four daily sessions). The long-term learning continued dur-
ing the whole experimental project. Note that individual object sets
were learned with variable intervals (6.4 ± 0.3 days) for two reasons:
(1) there were too many object sets to be learned in 1 day, and (2)
some object sets were removed from the list of learning to test the
effects of memory retention (though this is not the subject of the current
study). The test of stable value coding (described below) was done by1008 Neuron 79, 1001–1010, September 4, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.choosing some sets of objects (usually >2 sets: >16 objects) from the
well-learned sets of objects (61 sets: 488 objects).
(2) Procedure for testing saccade behavior (Figure 1D and Figure S2D). To
examine the monkey’s coding of stable object values, we used a free-
looking task and a free-viewing procedure. In the free-looking task (Fig-
ure 1D), each trial started with a white dot presentation at one of the
three positions (up, center, and down in centerline), and the monkey
was required to fixate it for 500 ms. A fixed time (100 or 200 ms) after
the fixation point disappeared, one of a set of eight fractal objects (Fig-
ure 1C) was chosen pseudorandomly andwas presented on the right or
left side. The monkey was free to look at the object or anywhere else in
2 s, but no reward was given. If the monkey made a saccade to the
object within the 2 s, the object disappeared 300 ms after the saccade.
On one-third of the trials, the fixation point was followed by the delivery
of a reward without an object presentation. This reward trial was used
to maintain the monkey’s arousal and motivation level. In the free-
viewing procedure (Figure S2D), each trial started with a central white
dot presentation, and themonkeywas required to fixate it. After 300ms
of fixation, four of a set of eight fractal objects were chosen pseudor-
andomly and were presented simultaneously for 2 s. The monkey
was free to look at these objects for 2 s, but no reward was given. After
a blank period (500 ms), another four objects were presented. On half
of the trials, instead of the objects, a white dot was presented at one of
four positions. If the monkey made a saccade to it, a reward was deliv-
ered. This reward trial was used to maintain the monkey’s arousal and
motivation level. Each object was presented at least 16 times in one
session.
(3) Procedure for testing neuronal activity (Figure 2B). To examine the
neuronal coding of stable object values, we used a passive-viewing
task. In each session, a set of eight fractal objects was used as the
visual stimuli. While the monkey was fixating on a central spot of
light, the fractal objects were presented sequentially in the neuron’s
preferred position in a pseudorandom order (presentation time:
400 ms, interobject interval time: 500–700 ms). The preferred position
was determined using the passive-viewing task inwhich another fractal
was presented at various positions. After every one to four object
presentations, a reward was delivered 300 ms later. The reward was
thus not associated with particular objects. Each object was presented
at least six times in one session. The neuronal coding of stable object
values was tested after long-term learning (more than four daily
sessions) and after a sufficient retention period (>1 day after the last
learning session). For each neuron, more than two sets of fractals
(i.e., >16 fractals) were used for the testing.
Inactivation of Caudate Nucleus
To inactivate each region of the caudate nucleus, we injected muscimol
(GABAA agonist) into the head or tail of the caudate nucleus (Figure 8A) (Hiko-
saka and Wurtz, 1985). The injection was done in either the right or left side of
the caudate nucleus of each monkey. To accurately locate the injection site,
we recorded single or multiple neuronal activities before the injection and
confirmed that the neurons were sensitive to flexible or stable values of fractal
objects. For this purpose, we used a custom-made injectrode consisting of an
epoxy-coated tungsten microelectrode for neuron recording and a silica tube
for muscimol injection. Before the injection, while the injectrode was posi-
tioned at the injection site, the monkey performed the flexible value proce-
dures (flexible value task, Figure 1A; flexible value-choice task, Figure S7)
and the stable value procedures (free-looking task, Figure 1D; free-viewing
procedure, Figure S2D), and the data were used as a preinjection control.
We injected 1 ml of 5.12mMmuscimol (Sigma) at the speed of 0.2 ml/min. Start-
ing 5 min after the injection, the monkey was required to resume the flexible
and stable value tasks. The tests were repeated several times until 2–3 hr after
the injection. We performed the inactivation experiments after collecting most
of the behavioral and neuronal data.
Data Analysis
We analyzed the neuronal and behavioral discriminations of high-valued and
low-valued objects. To assess the neuronal discrimination, we first measured
Neuron
Parallel Circuits to Choose Valuable Objectsthe magnitude of the neuron’s response to each fractal object by counting the
numbers of spikes within a test window in individual trials. For stable object-
value learning, the test window was 0–400 ms after the onset of the object in
the passive-viewing task. For flexible object value learning, the test window
was 0–400 ms after the onset of the object in the object-directed saccade
task. The neuronal discrimination was defined as the area under the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) based on the response magnitudes of the
neurons to high-valued objects versus low-valued objects (Figure 4). The sta-
tistical significance of the neuronal discrimination was tested using two-tailed
Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
We also assessed the overall neuronal discrimination of object values in the
subregions of the caudate nucleus (head, body, and tail) (Figure 3). Since
some caudate neurons responded more strongly to high-valued objects
(i.e., positive neurons) while others to low-valued objects (i.e., negative
neurons), we first determined each neuron’s preferred value by comparing
the magnitude of the neuron’s response to high-valued objects and to low-
valued objects. This was done by computing an ROC area based on the
numbers of spikes within the test window in individual trials. We then averaged
the responses of individual neurons in each subregion separately for the
neurons’ preferred value and the nonpreferred value. This was done by using
a cross-validation method. Specifically, trials in one recording session were
divided into the odd and even numbered trials. Either odd or even numbered
trials were randomly chosen for determining the neuron’s preferred value
(using the ROC analysis), and the other was used for computing the average
response. The cross-validation method precluded any artificial result of
neuronal discrimination due to an arbitrary choice of the preferred value.
To assess the behavioral discrimination, we used several measures. For
the flexible value procedure, we computed the target acquisition time
(single object trial, Figure 1B) and the choice rate (choice trials, Figure S7).
For the stable value procedure, we computed the probability of automatic
looking (single object-presenting trials – free-looking task, Figure 1D) and
the choice rate (choice trials – free-viewing procedure, Figure S2). The target
acquisition time was defined as the time from the go signal (i.e., the disappear-
ance of the fixation point) until the gaze reached the presented object
(Figure 1A). To assess the behavioral discrimination across multiple test
sessions, we computed an ROC area based on the target acquisition times
for high-valued versus low-valued objects (Figure 6A). The probability of
automatic looking was defined as the probability of trials in which a saccade
was made to the presented object (Figure 1D). The choice rate was defined
as follows: (nSACh  nSACl)/(nSACh + nSACl) where nSACh and nSACl
are the numbers of saccades toward high-valued and low-valued objects,
respectively.
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